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Despite the growing recognition of their importance, immaterial cultural values associated with the sea
still tend to be neglected in marine spatial planning (MSP). This socio-cultural evidence gap is due to
inherent difficulties in defining and eliciting cultural values, but also to difficulties in linking cultural
values to specific places, thus enabling an area-based approach to management. This paper addresses
three aspects that are important for including marine cultural values in MSP: Defining cultural values,
identifying places of cultural importance, and establishing the relative significance of places of cultural
importance. We argue that common classification schemes such as cultural ecosystem services can be a
helpful starting point for identifying cultural values, but only go so far in capturing communities' cultural
connections with the sea. A method is proposed for structuring a community-based narrative on cultural
values and “spatialising” them for MSP purposes, using five criteria that can lead to the definition of
“culturally significant areas”. A baseline of culturally significant areas is suggested as an aid to planners to
pinpoint places where cultural connections to the sea are particularly strong. Throughout, we emphasise
the need for participative processes.
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1. Introduction

Supported by the introduction of the EU MSP Directive in 2014,
maritime/marine spatial planning1 (MSP) is gaining increasing
prominence in Europe as an integrated approach to marine man-
agement (Douvere and Ehler, 2006; Ehler and Douvere, 2009; Jay,
2010; Kannen, 2014). As a “process by which the relevant (…) au-
thorities analyse and organise human activities in marine areas to
achieve ecological, economic and social objectives” (EPC, 2014), the
overall aim of MSP is to contribute to a more balanced and sus-
tainable use of ocean resources, making use of spatial designations
such as priority areas or restricted areas to decide which outputs
are to be produced from a marine area over time (UNESCO-IOC,
online). The development of a marine plan, and with this the
development of spatial priorities, is thus a normative process which
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must carefully negotiate potentially competing interests. In doing
so, MSP crucially relies on evidence and the ability to express such
evidencee and the decisions that result - in a spatially explicit way.

While the ecological and economic evidence base for MSP tends
to be relatively well developed, this cannot be said for socio-
cultural values associated with the sea, understood here as
mainly immaterial values placed on the environment by people.2

Their neglect in MSP runs counter to the growing recognition of
their importance. Immaterial cultural values have been shown to
generate sense of place and identity (MacKinnon and Brennan,
2012; Ratter and Gee, 2012; Gee, 2010), and there is strong evi-
dence that they contribute to delivering high level objectives for
the sea, in particular social objectives related to perceived quality of
life and humanwell-being (Busch et al., 2011; Summers et al., 2012;
Jobstvogt et al., 2014; Church et al., 2014). At the same time, cultural
values and their associated benefits can be threatened by changing
marine activities. Disregarding them in MSP therefore restricts the
choices available to communities and wider communities of in-
terest and may lead to the irrevocable loss of key marine benefits.

There are several reasons why cultural values have not been
more widely included in MSP. The most obvious is that contrary to
the land (Van Berkel and Verburg, 2014) many resist spatial
delineation in the sea (Guerry et al., 2012), rendering them difficult
to link to spatial concepts such as zoning. Some marine plans3

attempt to resolve this by referring to archeological sites, historic
assets, seascape character areas or other designated sites as ex-
pressions of cultural values. This approach, however, does not ac-
count for the fact that non-designated assets may be of equal
importance to communities, that designated sites may insuffi-
ciently reflect the full range of cultural values; and that merely
recognising sites as such gives insufficient consideration to the
benefits obtained from them and the spatial implications of these.

But the reasons for the cultural evidence gap in MSP go deeper.
There is also an awareness gap with respect to the cultural benefits
the sea offers to communities (Fletcher et al., 2011; Jefferson et al.,
2015). Marine areas do not commonly “engender the deep cultural,
historical and emotional attachment and sense of place that are
highly developed in landward environments ( …)” (Kidd and Ellis,
2012 p.51); nevertheless, user groups such as fishermen do have a
highly intimate relationship and profound knowledge of the sea
(MacKinnon and Brennan, 2012). The sea plays a key role in shaping
national and regional cultures, and there is a wealth of information
indicating the strong cultural role of the sea as a place of heritage,
imagination and projection (Gee, 2010; Hooley, 2011).

Problems also present themselves at the conceptual level, in
that cultural values cover a broad range of elements from very
specific areas to broader sustainability needs and cultural practices.
Ambiguity persists with respect to what should be understood as a
cultural value, how these values then relate to geographical scale
and management, and how trade-offs among different types of
value can be evaluated to inform MSP (e.g. Lester et al., 2013).
Problems in working with socio-cultural values in environmental
management are well-known, stemming, for example, from
2 We understand cultural values as a type of assigned value, in other words the
“relative importance or worth of an object to an individual or group in a given
context” (Brown, 1984 p. 233). The ‘object’ that is valued in this context can be a
place, a cultural practice, a benefit, an experience, or an ecosystem service; these
values are often non-monetary. We use the term ‘cultural value’ synonymous with
‘socio-cultural value’, based on the understanding that cultural values tend to be
socially conditioned and are finding expression in particular cultural contexts or
through specific cultural practices both at the individual and community level.

3 e.g. the English East Inshore and East Offshore Marine Plan (HM Government,
2014), Scotland's sectoral plans for offshore renewable energy (e.g. Davies et al.,
2012) or the Shetland Island's Marine Spatial Plan (Shucksmith et al., 2014).
different conceptions of culture, the immateriality of many cultural
practices and attributes, or the fact that cultural values such as
worldviews may well resist articulation and classification
(Satterfield et al., 2013).

Lastly, there has been significant focus on cultural ecosystem
services (CES) as a way of expressing, classifying and measuring
socio-cultural values (MEA, 2005). The CES concept is not the only
way of measuring such values, and various criticisms can be levied
at this approach (see Section 3); here we simply point out that CES
are not synonymous with cultural values although the two are
often conflated (Zoderer et al., 2016).

Specifically in a marine setting, some studies have elicited the
non-material benefits people obtain from ecosystems (e.g. Liquete
et al., 2013; Jobstvogt et al., 2014; Ruiz-Frau et al., 2013), partly
with a view towards making these benefits more tangible to
planning processes. The debate surrounding marine CES, however,
has rarely been led from a practical MSP perspective (B€ohnke-
Henrichs et al., 2013; Rees et al., 2010). Consequently, many prac-
tical challenges that arise when working with cultural values in an
MSP context have not yet been addressed.

2. Aims and structure of the paper

For planners and managers, the key question is how MSP can
take account of cultural values in MSP in a way that is commen-
surate with the recognition already awarded to ecological or eco-
nomic values. This requires a two-step approach. The first
requirement is an ability to define what is meant by cultural values
in each specific planning context and why such values are impor-
tant to communities. A community-based approach is essential
here as cultural values are created and assigned by groups and/or
communities acting in specific cultural and temporal contexts. This
is all the more important as cultural values not only comprise
commodities (such as cultural artefacts), but also actions, processes
and systems of understanding through which social life is trans-
acted (Winthrop, 2014 p.209) e including the MSP process itself.
Rather than pre-conceived criteria, planners and managers e and
importantly also the communities affected e therefore require a
method that allows them to identify and describe relevant cultural
values in a structured and participative way.

Once identified, the second question is how to link these values
to specific places and then rate the relative significance of these
places so they can become included in spatial management con-
siderations. Spatialisation followed by priorisation is a common
approach in spatial management; a similar rationale is applied
when establishing areas of ecological significance, for example.
Again, this requires a participative approach. Rather than a set way
to calculate significance, a structure is needed that enables man-
agers and communities to think through different options. These
options, and their potential conflicts with other values, can then be
further addressed as part of the MSP process.

The paper addresses the following three aspects:

1. Definition of cultural values. The first part of the paper discusses
conceptual issues surrounding cultural values, focusing on the
concept of cultural ecosystem services as an example. Recent
work establishing links between cultural values and specific
places is also discussed.

2. Identifying places of cultural importance. We put forward the
concept of ‘culturally significant areas’ as a way of translating
cultural values into the spatially explicit language required by
MSP. Five criteria of cultural significance are proposed to help
establish culturally significant areas.

3. Determining their relative significance. The third part of the paper
argues that transparent criteria and processes are needed so



4 In the UK, this is gradually being recognised in requiring marine plans to ‘take
into account existing character and quality of the seascape, how highly it is valued
and its capacity to accommodate change specific to any development’ (HM
Government, 2011).
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that an understanding can be reached on what areas should be
considered most ‘culturally significant’. Added understanding of
the constituency associated with particular values is important
for understanding the repercussions that might arise from (not)
taking these values into account.

We then present conclusions on the implications of this
approach for MSP.

The intention of our approach is not to be prescriptive, nor does
it offer a means for quantitatively rating different areas. Rather, it
seeks to provide guidelines so that managers can better understand
and protect aspects of the biophysical world that are culturally
important to different groups. Our approach offers a way of struc-
turing a community-based narrative of why specific places are
culturally important. This deeper understanding of the values at
stake allows planners and managers to better account for culturally
important areas in the MSP process and defend their importance.

3. Method

The paper is based on the joint HZG/LOICZ/ICES workshop
“Mapping cultural dimensions of marine ecosystem services” that
took place in June 2013 at the Helmholtz Zentrum Geesthacht,
Germany. The aim of the workshop was to discuss ways of
increasing the visibility of cultural values in the planning process.
During the workshop, 13 scientists and MSP experts from five
countries shared experiences of CES assessment methods, formu-
lated criteria for identifying culturally significant areas, and infor-
mally tested these criteria against practical case study examples.
Further field testing has since been carried out in the south of
England (Shellock et al., forthcoming).

Throughout the paper, we use the term “cultural value” in the
sense of shared and immaterial values, but also in the sense of
assigned or contextual values which may have a material dimen-
sion (Kenter et al., 2014). Our focus is on those cultural values that
arise from human interaction with nature in the marine environ-
ment and/or marine space, and which yield both tangible and
intangible cultural benefits to individuals and communities.

4. Defining cultural values for inclusion in MSP

4.1. Definition of cultural values

Defining what culture is and for whom has been termed a
“nontrivial problem for any environmental management regime”
(Satterfield et al., 2013 p.105). Culture is a very broad concept;
nevertheless, it can be characterised along several dimensions
including cultural world views, cultural symbols (e.g. language,
ritual, stories), cultural assets (e.g. sites, place names), and cultural
institutions and practices (Satterfield et al., 2013). It has also been
suggested that culture is less an entity of its own but an adjective
and process, best understood as a qualifier and modifier of di-
mensions such as belief systems or institutions (Appadurai, 1996 p.
12e15, Satterfield et al., 2013 p. 105). This corresponds to anthro-
pology's usage of ‘culture’ which views culture as the collective
understandings that enable social life (Winthrop, 2014).

Correspondingly, it is difficult to come to a comprehensive
definition of cultural values. Indeed, MSP itself could be considered
a cultural value, or a means of generating or expressing cultural
values. This is compounded by the fact that a clear distinction is
rarely made between different conceptions of value. For example, it
has been shown that cultural values comprise both held or tran-
scendental values and assigned, or contextual values, i.e. those that
refer to objects or places (Rokeach, 1973; Brown, 1984; Gee, 2013;
Kenter et al., 2014). This distinction is important as it points to
the essential difference between the object of value, the act of
valuing as a process, and the reasons why an object is valued.
Essentially thus, cultural values are complex, non-static and social
constructs that comprise material and immaterial dimensions and
arise from the specific cultural context of time and place
(Stephenson, 2008 p. 129). They are also a type of shared value,
defined as “… those values that are shared by a group or commu-
nity, or are given legitimacy through a socially accepted way of
assigning value” (Stephenson, 2008 p. 129).

The problem of defining cultural values is only beginning to be
reflected upon in marine planning. Cultural values are mostly dis-
cussed from the perspective of cultural goods and commodities, or
objects of value or substances (Appadurai, 1996). Given spatial
entities where certain values manifest themselves are often un-
derstood as equivalents to those values (e.g. landscapes understood
as aesthetic values). In some cases, the links between places and
cultural values may indeed be obvious, e.g. where cultural practices
depend on specific sites (such as a ritual site or fishing grounds) or
where particular settings come into play in the context of particular
practices (such as a challenging marine environment for recrea-
tional activities and experiences). There is a wider aspect in that
meaningful sites and areas (such as seascapes) are keepers or en-
ablers of a range of cultural values; as such, they can be read as
material expressions of world views and practices generally4 (e.g.
Bieling and Plieninger, 2013; Church et al., 2014). In other cases,
however, such links may be much less obvious or even inappro-
priate. Hardly any debate has yet been had on the production of
new cultural values and practices in the sea and the process of
“becoming”, as well as the importance of culture as an enabler of
social processes.
4.2. Cultural values and classification systems

In order to operationalise cultural values for marine planning,
value classification systems seem to offer a ready-made solution.
The concept of cultural ecosystem services (CES), defined as the
“non-material benefits people obtain from ecosystems” (MEA,
2005) is widely used as a proxy for identifying cultural values,
increasingly also in a marine context (see e.g. Klain and Chan, 2012;
Milcu et al., 2013; Laband, 2013; Leyshon, 2014; Fletcher et al.,
2014). Standardised classifications have been proposed by the
Common International Classification of Ecosystem Services (CICES,
http://cices.eu) and The Economics of Ecosystems and Biodiversity
(TEEB, www.teebweb.org) which include categories such as
aesthetic, recreational, spiritual and inspirational values, but as CES
have individual meaning to different people (Barrena et al., 2014),
these categories are increasingly understood as a broad framework
which can and should be adapted to local contexts.

Several fundamental criticisms have been levelled at the CES
concept which apply to classification systems generally. An
important criticism is the inability of CES to account for culture as a
processual activity of meaning-making (Pr€opper and Haupts, 2014).
Further challenges relate to how value information is gathered, as
well as the value information itself. For example, human experience
is not of discrete elements in a classification system, but of ‘tangled
whole capabilities and experiences’ (Klain, 2012). Moreover, the
application of classification systems may “… fail to reflect the na-
ture and range of values expressed by those who feel they ‘belong’
to the landscape” (Stephenson, 2008 p.128). In addition, many

http://cices.eu
http://www.teebweb.org
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values are not static and dynamic data may be needed to
adequately capture values over time (Stephenson, 2008). Last not
least, classification systems such as CES are unable to account for
cultural values that are not preference-based, e.g. held values or
existence and bequest values. Determining the people who value a
place for existence or bequest value may also prove challenging as
many may live far away, belong to different communities and have
no contact with the actual place.

Most importantly perhaps formarine planning, concepts such as
CES offer insufficient differentiation between values, services and
benefits. As a result, they may offer a ready classification of cultural
values but only yield insufficient understanding of why and how
much these cultural values matter. In order to differentiate more
clearly between spaces of value, CES and benefits, an approach has
been developed that understands spatial entities (such as a
seascape) as ‘providing units’ for cultural services and benefits
(Church et al., 2014). This contends that people value spaces and
places on account of the cultural practices they enable and the
benefits these practices yield. Benefits might include the contri-
bution of maritime traditions to social continuity and collective
memory or the identificationwith specific marine values, traditions
and practices (Kenter et al., 2014). They may also be aesthetic,
recreational or spiritual experiences, or the generation of capabil-
ities such as knowledge or particular skills (Church et al., 2014;
Chan et al., 2012). Ongoing cultural practices and associated ben-
efits may lead to strong place attachment e the assigning of value
to places - (e.g. Walker and Ryan, 2008; Brown and Raymond,
2007); consequently, the loss of marine and coastal settings as
enablers of practices and experiences can lead to the loss of a wide
range of cultural benefits.

In the light of the above, MSP is tasked with giving due
consideration to the physical spaces and marine/coastal settings on
which important cultural practices and experiences depend
(Satterfield et al., 2013 p.104, Peterson et al., 2008). This not only
means accounting for physical space as such, but also for the
particular qualities that are needed for spaces to maintain their
cultural significance. This could be a wider environmental setting
for built heritage, visual amenity qualities, or a link between a
cultural practice and a particular habitat (e.g. a culturally important
fish species). Awareness is also required of the spatial requirements
that enable important cultural practices to continue, such as ac-
counting for traditional activity patterns that are not limited to a
single location.

4.3. Implications for working with cultural values in MSP

The above has made clear that classification-based concepts
such as CES are only partly able to reflect the interrelationships
humans have with the natural world and the meanings and values
associated with places in the marine environment. It is difficult,
therefore, to be prescriptive in terms of codifications of cultural
values and meanings. Whilst the CES concept may resonate with
some communities or cultures, other conceptualisations of culture,
cultural values and non-material benefits may need to be found in
other cases. Definitions will need to be established for each social
and geographical context (Gee and Burkhard, 2010), enabling
planners and communities to construct case-specific narratives on
why places or features are culturally important.

To begin the construction of such narratives, we put forward the
notion of “connection” as an inclusive descriptor of the many ways
that people relate to and value marine ecosystems or spaces. It is a
word considered meaningful and understandable to a wide variety
of marine users, and one which encompasses many different con-
cepts of cultural value. Without offering a specific definition, we
therefore suggest that cultural values for MSP are about the
connections that people have with marine, ocean, or coastal areas.
Existing classification systems such as CES may be a useful

starting point in helping to draw out the many ways in which
people connect to marine areas. However, they need to be tailored
to the local context, allowing for locally specific definitions and
potentially very different categories or views to emerge. Rather
than a specific ecosystem, as implied by the term “cultural
ecosystem service”, the frame of reference in MSP may be a wider
marine area or particular coastal place.

Participation is essential as a way to allow stakeholders or
communities of interest to define what cultural values are impor-
tant to them and how they wish to express them. Participatory
processes can also help to identify ways that allow for respectful
participation and for locally-held knowledge to emerge. Such in-
formation may include, but is not limited to:

� Descriptions of activities (fishing, hunting, gathering)
� Accounts about specific events linked to place recounted in
stories or myths

� Ritual observances
� Belief practices

5. The concept of culturally significant areas

Following on from the identification of cultural values, this
section sets out a framework for “spatialising” these values to
facilitate their inclusion in a marine spatial plan. Although this may
not be possible for all the cultural values in question, spatialisation
is still useful forMSP as otherwise, these values are difficult to offset
against other spatially explicit values. Furthermore, MSP requires
priorisation, in other words the ability to differentiate between
areas that are highly significant for cultural reasons and others that
are less so. Such differentiation enables targeted risk assessment
and spatial managementmeasures to be put into place, for example
restrictions on certain developments in the vicinity of culturally
important areas.

5.1. Definition of culturally significant areas and associated
concepts

The concept of “culturally significant areas” is proposed out of a
desire to spatially prioritise areas in a way that is sensitive to the
local context and appropriate to the values in question. We propose
flexible criteria that structure a narrative but are not prescriptive.
Focusing on the places rather than disaggregated values allows
cultural values to remain bundled and for discussions to emerge
based on community priorities. To identify an area as culturally
significant is thus to conclude that the area provides cultural ben-
efits that are significant to the wellbeing and identity of a given
community. A high level of cultural significance implies high pri-
ority to the community concerned.

The concept of culturally significant areas is different, but in
some ways parallel to designations of societal significance, such as
World Heritage Sites or nature conservation areas. A major differ-
ence is that the importance of an area to a community may not
always overlap with societal significance. A national park in a
remote rural location, for example, may be very important to so-
ciety at large but unimportant to the local residents in the area.
Naturally, different cultural values held by different groups and
communities may also conflict with each other, with each group
considering “their” key value highly important. Identifying the
cultural significance of places, therefore, does not exempt marine
planners fromweighing different values, nor is there a ready-made
quantification of relative importance. Identifying culturally signif-
icant areas is simply a way of making cultural values more visible.
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In the following, we consider culturally significant areas to be
places containing one or several culturally significant features,
where one or more communities have a significant connection to
that feature. The term features is used here as shorthand for ele-
ments or objects in the landscape (such as a monument, heritage
site, a beach or rock), places or areas (e.g. sacred places or historical
sites), or the activities associated with either of these. Features may
also be an ecosystem property (e.g. the migration of a species), or
species themselves.

The term “connection” is used in this particular context to
characterise a broad spectrum of immaterial values that people
hold related to ecosystems, seascapes and places. These values may
be physical, intellectual, spiritual, emblematic or symbolic (Maes
et al., 2013 p.57). Connectedness can be described as convergence
of place, practices and social factors, including transcendental and
contextual values, leading to the experience of cultural ecosystem
benefits.

Significance is linked to connectedness, and is determined based
on the priority of the cultural feature to the community concerned.
It can generally be thought of as an area where there is connect-
edness based on cultural values and traditions related to the
identity of the community, and where these values and traditions
are critical to the wellbeing and identity of that community.

Community in the present context can mean a local residential
community or a wider community of interest such as tourists,
seasonal residents, or recreational groups. A community of interest
is a gathering of people assembled around a topic of common in-
terest (Henri and Pudelko, 2003). In contrast to a spatial commu-
nity, a ‘community of interest’ is thus defined not by space, but by
some common bond (e.g. feeling of attachment) or entity (e.g.
farming, church group) (Ramsey and Beesley, 2007). Rightholders
are groups with special legal rights, e.g. First Nations in Canada.5

We also emphasise the importance of local context. Cultural,
ecological, economic and social values are intertwined and prior-
ities may vary greatly between geographical regions and socio-
economic settings. There may also be variation between different
groups in a region. MSP will need to strike a balance between
different definitions of cultural significance, defining societal sig-
nificance through methods appropriate for each case.
5.2. Criteria for establishing cultural significance

Five criteria of cultural significance are proposed to help
establish culturally significant areas. They are purposely high level
to allow for different expressions of values and ‘translation’ be-
tween different cultural contexts, and are designed to help planners
and communities structure their discussion. Although modelled on
criteria of ecological significance (DFO, 2004, 2006; UN,1992; Dunn
et al., 2014), they have been adapted to the cultural sphere. Table 1
provides additional detail and examples of how the criteria can be
applied.

� Cultural Uniqueness: Areas may be classed as culturally sig-
nificant because they themselves are unique, rare or otherwise
distinct, to the degree that no alternatives or replacements exist.
They may also be classed as culturally significant because they
contain unique features or enable unique cultural activities.
Uniqueness may be considered in a local, regional, national or
global cultural context, and may apply differently at different
5 Section 35 of the Canadian Constitution Act, 1982 gives constitutional protection
to existing Aboriginal and treaty rights as well as to rights that are acquired through
treaty and land claim negotiations. https://www.cba.org/BC/public_media/rights/
237.aspx, http://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/Const/page-16.html#docCont.
levels. For example, a feature may be unique in a local context
(and therefore of high significance to a local community) but not
when viewed at the national level. Uniqueness in itself does not
convey importance; that importance needs to be assigned by a
community (which may be a global community in the case of a
heritage site).

� Broad Cultural/Community Reliance: This describes an area,
activity or feature that is important to many different commu-
nities, or important to a very large community. Another defini-
tion of broad cultural or community reliance is that the area,
activity or feature is essential to sustaining many other impor-
tant activities, holds importance for a given group for many
different reasons, or supports many aspects of a culture or
traditions.

� Importance of the feature to the resilience of the social-
ecological system: This describes situations where the loss of
an area, feature or activity with cultural characteristics leads to
the loss of services that are important for the stability of a
community or wider socio-economic system. For example, the
loss of a service (e.g. fish) may have knock-on effects on other
services (e.g. loss of recreational fishing and tourism), leading to
a cascade of socio-economic effects. The loss of the service may
also impact on particular user groups within a local community,
meaning they can no longer perform certain activities in the
region (e.g. fishing). Knock-on effects may be severe if these
activities are a central pillar in the socio-economic system:
Losing a fishery, for example, might have significant effects on
unemployment, forcing people to move out of the area if no
alternative jobs exist and leading to the decline or even loss of
the community.

� Degree of tradition: This describes features, areas or activities
that are linked to long-standing traditions. Practices e which
may also be rituals or cultural meanings e may have existed for
generations and be crucial to the identity of a community, often
representing a particular type of connectedness to a place. De-
gree of tradition may also be expressed as breadth of tradition,
meaning that a large proportion of the community is connected
to it. In the case of the latter, the tradition does not need to be
particularly old; what matters in both cases is the collective
importance assigned to it.

� Dramatic cultural change: The last criterion describes the role
and importance of the feature, place or activity against a back-
ground of extreme cultural change. Sudden and dramatic cul-
tural change may be caused by war or conquest (as in the case of
indigenous communities, for example), but it can also result
from ecological disaster (natural hazards) or sudden economic
change. Dramatic cultural change may lead to a severe disrup-
tion of cultural practices and suddenly elevate places, features or
activities that would normally have been considered ordinary.
Communities that have experienced dramatic cultural change
are therefore in specific situations, warranting particular care
and consideration when identifying culturally significant areas.

None of these criteria are associated with absolute thresholds of
significance. The threshold of significancewill always need to be set
by the relevant community itself.

5.3. Significant attribute considerations

The successful management of culturally significant areas re-
quires added consideration of the following attributes:

� Location/spatial extent to determine appropriate boundaries of
culturally significant areas. This is best determined by consid-
ering the spatial relationships of the community to the feature

https://www.cba.org/BC/public_media/rights/237.aspx
https://www.cba.org/BC/public_media/rights/237.aspx
http://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/Const/page-16.html#docCont


Table 1
Criteria for determining the significance of cultural features for a risk assessment process.

Definition Examples and measures

Cultural uniqueness
(Is there one or many?)

A feature that is unique within a region, or the degree to
which the same or similar features exist in the same
region.

1) The presence of a feature that is irreplaceable and distinct
(e.g. a burial ground, sacred site, historical or
archeological site).

2) The feature belongs to a culture that is distinct and
unique (e.g. a unique historical sub-culture or indige-
nous culture).

3) The feature is unique in a global context although it may
be abundant locally (e.g. a special type of landscape), or
unique in a local context although it may be abundant
globally (e.g. a city park or recreation area).

Broad cultural reliance
(Howmany people or groups rely on it? Howmany

functions does it fulfil?)

a) A feature which is important to many different
communities or to a very large community and/or
large numbers of people.

b) A feature which is essential to sustaining many other
important activities.

c) A feature which holds importance for a given group for
many different reasons, or supports many aspects of
their culture or traditions.

1) The proportion of the total population using the feature.
2) The number of human communities using it (e.g. sport

anglers and bird watchers).
3) The range of human communities using it (e.g.

indigenous groups, ethnic minorities).

Importance to resilience (How essential is it to
the cultural integrity of a community? What
would happen if it were lost, changed or
degraded?)

a) Loss of the feature impacts on other services and
benefits.

b) Loss of the feature severely impacts on a particular user
group (e.g. it can no longer perform certain cultural
activities in the region).

c) Loss of the feature severely impacts on the wider
region.

d) The feature plays an important role in the adaptive
capacity of the community or region.

1) Loss of the feature will affect a range of other benefits
associated with its use (e.g. salmon fishing has material,
activity, recreation, spiritual, heritage/traditional, artistic,
ceremonial benefits).

2) The feature is essential to the cultural integrity of a
community or user group and plays a central role in the
group's identity or its ability to perform certain essential
activities (e.g. an important ceremonial site).

3) Loss of the feature would have irreversible consequences
for the community (e.g. losing an artisanal fishery can
increase unemployment if no alternatives exist, causing
people move out of the region).

4) The feature allows the community to better adapt to
changes (e.g. a place people go to recuperate from
stress, a prayer site for difficult times, an alternative
species that has similar cultural functions as an
endangered species).

Degree of tradition
(How long and to what degree has the culture

valued the feature?)

The feature is associated with a long-standing (referring to
historical depth) or broadly anchored traditions; the
tradition is important to the community or to wider
society.

1) The feature has a long history of importance in the region
or within society. This may mean it has been valued by
many generations, or been carried out for many
generations, or contributed to shaping the identity of the
region/community e e.g. a fishing community).

2) The feature draws strong commitment from the user
group or is associated with high participation rates (e.g.
ceremonies involving the entire community, recreational
activities involving a large proportion of the total users).

Dramatic cultural change
(Does the unique context of the culture that values

the feature give the feature special
importance?)

The feature has importance in the context of sudden
dramatic change or the historical context of change.
Dramatic change may be caused by the loss of essential
ecosystem functions, invasion, war or conquest, or any
other severe changes in a culture outside the normal
parameters of change.

Many indigenous groups around the world have been
subjected to attempts at cultural extermination, not only
through colonialism, but also the policies and actions that
followed (such as forced removal of children and their
“education” in Western norms, language and religion). This
situation may justify special consideration of features
associated with these cultures.
Other unique cultures and communities also face extreme
pressures from internal and external forces (e.g. the collapse
of a fishery).
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in question (e.g. traditional routes to reach a place of signifi-
cance). If the exact extent of a culturally significant area remains
unclear, or where the community does not wish to release
detailed information for reasons of sensitivity, precautionary
buffers could be applied.

� Temporal scale to take account of the fact that cultural activities
and functions do not necessarily take place at a location all the
time. However, the area still needs to be considered as culturally
significant throughout the year to ensure it is not altered in such
a way that the seasonal activity can no longer take place.

� Some definitions of cultural significance depend on the envi-
ronmental quality of a feature or location. Environmental
change outside the culturally significant area may still influence
its connectedness, access to it or its intrinsic value, for example
by affecting viewsheds, water quality or essential habitats for a
culturally significant species. This aspect highlights the notion of
interconnectedness and wholeness in ecosystems, aspects that
may not be well expressed spatially.

It should be pointed out that the criteria presented here are not
amenable to quantitative comparative rating. As stated before, they
serve as a starting point for describing the context of cultural fea-
tures of importance and why they hold importance. Narratives of
importance would ideally also include the socio-cultural and his-
torical context of the planning area and any processes of cultural
change that may have been experienced.

5.4. Dealing with conflicting cultural values

In line with criteria for ecological significance, we suggest that
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an area should be considered as culturally significant as soon as one
of the five criteria applies. We also note that different criteria could
apply to different communities, and new cultural values may arise
that conflict with older values. For example, fishers may relate
more to degree of tradition and social-ecological resilience, whilst
tourism operators or those engaged in recreational activities may
more readily relate to broad cultural reliance or uniqueness. Con-
flicts may arise between these different communities and the cul-
tural values they hold; these will need to be resolved just like other
value conflicts as part of the MSP process.

6. Translating the criteria into practice: creating a baseline of
culturally significant areas

Evidence on culturally significant areas needs to be structured
and organised to allow it to be presented alongside other types of
evidence. Working with the communities concerned, a baseline of
culturally significant areas could be created, using acknowledged
techniques to allow cultural concerns to be heard in decision-
making (Satterfield et al., 2013; Poe et al., 2013; Klain et al.,
2014). Such a baseline has a number of practical advantages.

Firstly, collecting cultural data can be a lengthy process andmay
not be completed in time in the context of rapid new de-
velopments. Collecting baseline information would enable plan-
ners to assess the relative importance of cultural features ahead of
new projects, establishing a sense of which culturally significant
areas might be valued for what reasons and which areas are
particularly important to the communities concerned.

Secondly, a baseline could also contribute to identifying
particularly vulnerable cultural features and values in the planning
area. Similar to an ecological assessment, a socio-cultural assess-
ment could then be carried out to identify, predict and evaluate the
potential cultural impacts of a development. This would constitute
a step towards a full-scale socio-cultural risk assessment of marine
developments (Cormier et al., 2015).

Thirdly, a baseline of cultural data would allow planners and
communities to work with developers early in the process to
identify areas of least conflict, ensuring culturally significant areas
are considered early in the planning process.

Another advantage of a baseline is that it could provide a more
balanced picture of the socio-cultural values and ecosystem bene-
fits provided by an area. Presently, traditional and cultural values
are often identified as part of stakeholder consultation processes in
the light of a development proposal. This may provide a partial and
biased picture of the cultural values in an area, potentially leading
to an over-rating of cultural significance or an emotional response
as a result of a felt threat. Few comprehensive studies are under-
taken to identify these services without the threat of a develop-
ment proposal. Without a baseline of cultural values, there is also
the danger that the community ends up expressing their concerns
solely in terms of ecosystem risks.

The representativeness and significance of a baseline of cultur-
ally significant areas and features of importance will be greatly
enhanced if it can be established along criteria and guidelines that
are underpinned by social science methodologies. Set criteria and
metrics would underpin and formalise cultural risk assessments,
providing a level playing field when introducing them to marine
planning initiatives.

The key baseline questions are:

� What is the cultural feature in question? What are its tangible
and intangible properties?

� Where is it located in space, and can it be delineated?
� Is the cultural feature/activity linked to a particular date or
season?
� To whom is it important? This relates to the constituency of the
cultural feature, which could be a local community or a wider
community of interest.

� What qualities are needed to sustain it? These could be
ecological, visual, acoustic, economic, related to access etc.
7. Practicing community involvement

The collection and use of baseline data, including risk assess-
ment, must be embedded in a culturally sensitive process, recog-
nising the importance of communities setting their own rules for
engaging in collecting baseline data (Plieninger et al., 2013). This
also recognises the importance of specific value sets which may
differ from those of other communities or the values held by
planners.

An important part of the process is to be clear onwho could and
should be included. Who is the community in each instance e is it
local residents, recreational groups, or the general public? The
process may include representatives of the community of interest
(those who have something to lose), stakeholders (those who must
manage the risk) and (especially in the case of indigenous groups)
rightholders. In order to fully understand the value sets of the
community, practitioners engaging in the collection and use of
baseline data should seek to understand the cultural context of the
community, the role and relevance of change and the history of the
community.

Connections to features and places are ideally identified
togetherwith or by thosewith the connection. Communityworkers
and organisations that are deeply involved in the community can
offer initial insight on the importance of cultural values (including
for example artists, landscape architects, or faith-based groups)
(Fish, 2011). Where time and resources allow, communities may
wish to develop their own criteria and definitions around areas and
features of cultural significance, although their validity and
adequate representation would need to be ensured. Difficulties of
articulation may also need to be overcome. Once the baseline data
has been collected, the community should receive feedback on how
these data are being used and interpreted. It could be called upon to
verify and amend this if necessary, for example the spatial repre-
sentation of baseline data on maps. It is also important to deter-
mine how to handle sensitive data and the level of detail that is
made publically available.

Good preparation is essential and may involve special training
for those engaging in data collection. For example, translating the
importance of something from one culture to another can be very
difficult. This needs people of the right skills who are able to
interpret between the two cultures. Special consideration is
necessary when working with indigenous groups and when col-
lecting indigenous knowledge. Trust must be built over time and
will require investment in building relationships.

8. Conclusions

The importance of cultural values to MSP cannot be overstated.
Understanding what people value about their environment, and
why they care about a particular place or region, can lead to a
deeper understanding of potential conflicts that might arise in the
context of proposed developments, and may enable these conflicts
to be lessened if addressed at an early stage of a development
proposal. This particularly applies to the immaterial benefits
derived frommarine spaces and ecosystems, which may be related
to cultural identity, aesthetic appreciation, or personal and com-
munity competences, learning and empowerment.

Identification and codification of cultural values associated with
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sea areas or marine ecosystems is an important first step for
incorporating them inMSP processes, especially for any subsequent
risk assessment carried out as part of MSP. Despite the widespread
use of CES as a proxy for cultural values, this and other general
classification systems can only incompletely represent the full
range of cultural values associated with the sea. This is due to the
inherent complexity of cultural values and their multiple consti-
tutive layers, including non-preference based held values. Cultural
values are fluid constructs which arise from a specific context of
space and time, which makes participative processes key to iden-
tifying and describing themany connections people have to the sea.
An open and respectful process may reveal diverse elements such
as beliefs, cultural practices, rituals, emotions, or reference to past
histories, which may be different from pre-conceived categories or
Western cultural references. Understanding the reasons why
particular places or ecosystems are considered culturally valuable is
important for spatially managing these places as part of a multi-use
environment: Risks and impacts of developments on places of
cultural importance can only be estimated if the reasons for that
importance and the factors that contribute to the essential qualities
of a culturally important area or feature are known. There is also a
wider argument that arises fromAppadurai's (1996) view of culture
as a process: If cultural values are less about being, but more about
becoming, then cultural values may best be encapsulated in a
participative MSP process that is open to results in the sense of
allowing different and changing mixes of place characteristics and
practices to emerge.

Nevertheless, MSP is an area-based approach; hence it is
important to identify the spatial dimension of the connections
people have with the sea. Some cultural values will have a stronger
spatial link than others; in some cases, links may be indirect or
seasonal. A baseline of culturally significant areas can help to
pinpoint places where cultural connections to the sea are particu-
larly strong. Like the identification of cultural values and meanings
associated with marine areas, identification of culturally significant
areas should be carried out in a participative process involving
relevant communities.

MSP often involves the spatial delineation of areas, for purposes
such as restricting activities in particular areas or giving precedence
to a particular activity. The ability to spatially delineate culturally
significant areas may facilitate their inclusion in a marine spatial
plan. However, some cultural meanings may be difficult to confine,
or there may be resistance to defining hard and fast boundaries
between areas considered significant and others that are not. Many
of the difficulties recognised in the context of mapping CES (e.g.
Shucksmith et al., 2014) are therefore likely to persist in the case of
culturally significant areas. Although a wider debate is currently
springing up on boundaries inMSP and alternative concepts such as
fuzzy or soft boundaries (Knieling et al., 2015), practical alternatives
in the short term may be to specify core areas denoting culturally
important features, surrounded by a buffer zone designed to
maintain the essential qualities of place or enabling the continua-
tion of a cultural practice or experience. It should be noted, how-
ever, that the concept of culturally significant areas, and
determining the relative importance of such areas, is primarily
designed to feed into risk assessment and does not aim to resolve
difficulties of mapping.

Cultural values are about meanings and relationships between
people and the environment, and so the participative element in
dealing with connections to the coast and sea and identifying
culturally significant areas is crucial. Initially, this may make MSP
processes more time-consuming and expensive, requiring social
science skills and cultural sensitivity. On the other hand, drawing
up a baseline of culturally significant areas could serve to dissociate
the discussion of cultural values from specific development
projects and the potential emotionality this may involve. MSP
processes can become more efficient as a baseline will have iden-
tified particularly valuable areas and the risks they will be sus-
ceptible to already, facilitating decisions on what might constitute
appropriate development and what should be avoided. England's
marine plans already include elements of this, requiring planners to
consider the impact of an activity or development on the seascape
and heritage assets, taking into account existing seascape character
and quality, how highly it is valued and its capacity to accommo-
date change specific to any development (HM Government, 2011).
A caveat is that participative processes require the building of trust
and the ability of MSP to deliver on community expectations. Risk
assessment in particular must lead to tangible results for the
community involved, for example minimising the impacts of pro-
posed developments on culturally important areas. This suggests
that risk assessment must go hand in hand with a solid under-
standing of the compatibility of marine developments and activ-
ities with the cultural values identified as significant.

Rather than ready-made solutions, the approach set out in this
paper provides a framework for thinking about cultural values and
considering options, allowing them to be included in MSP in a way
which is commensurate with ecological and economic values. Ul-
timately, what should be given priority where in a marine planning
area is a matter of deliberation, negotiation and trade-offs, which
applies to conflicting cultural values just as much as to cultural
values conflicting with ecological and economic values. Just like
ecological values which may be given priority in certain areas,
however, it should be possible to give priority to cultural values
which are widely considered to be of particular significance. The
concept of sustainable development suggests that socio-cultural
values are neither negligible nor frivolous; the concept set out
above suggests they are by no means too intangible to count.
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